Southern Arkansas University has made tremendous
advancement in the improvement of its facilities over the
past decade to benefit the students, faculty, and greater
community. SAU seeks to partner with alumni, friends and
corporate partners through an opportunity to renovate its
tennis facility by resurfacing the existing ten tennis courts.
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BACKGROUND
Tennis courts at Southern Arkansas University, once home to the highest level of athletic
and friendly competition, have become unsafe, not appropriate for play, and unsightly. The
tennis courts were built in 1969. Due to the condition of the courts, SAU has not offered
tennis as a sport since 2010.
There is significant interest in making tennis a vibrant activity for students, faculty, and
staff on the SAU campus with updated tennis courts. Many high schools in the area field
tennis teams, and prospective students are forced to choose other colleges to continue
their tennis careers because SAU no longer offers tennis.
Currently twenty-two high schools in our region field tennis teams. We want those students
to be able to continue to play the sport they love at SAU.
Tennis is a popular, life-long sport for both students and individuals in this area. Although
the courts are in need of repair, they are still in high demand by SAU students, faculty, and
the community. There is so much interest in tennis at the University that Student Affairs
has hired Robert Holmes, local tennis pro, to give lessons twice a week. Each afternoon
the courts are full of people improving their skills.
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CURRENT CONDITIONS

The condition of the courts is beyond patching, according to a consultant. Some of the
cracks are wide enough to allow grass and weeds to grow up through the playing surface.
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SIMILAR FACILITIES
After Resurfacing and Improvements
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SIMILAR FACILITIES
After Resurfacing and Improvements
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OPPORTUNITY FOR IMPACT
Having tennis at SAU is crucial to its intramural programs, the NCAA Great American
Conference Tennis Program, for recruitment of students, for holding USTA-sanctioned tennis
tournaments, for area tennis clinics, for league play, and for Children Ten and Under Tennis.

Intramurals____________________________________________________________

Adding tennis to its intramural calendar would allow more students to participate in student
activities that relate to their interest. Each year, many students are interested in playing
tennis as part of their college experience; however, it is not offered due to the condition of
the courts.
Intramural sports that are currently offered:
Fall
Badminton
Disc Golf
Dodgeball
Football
Soccer
Tennis
Volleyball

Spring
Basketball
Disc Golf
Soccer
Softball
Tennis
Ultimate Frisbee

NCAA_________________________________________________________________

SAU has a long history of fielding superior tennis teams in NCAA competitions. Currently,
seven of our conference teams offer women’s tennis and four compete in men’s tennis.
SAU should be participating in Great American Conference tennis. Through this renovation,
SAU can revive the spirit of past championships.
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Student Recruitment___________________________________________________

Declining population in southwest Arkansas makes it imperative for SAU to reach out to
every group of potential students. Historically, tennis players are academically talented and
ambitious, just the kind of students who can excel at SAU.

Tennis Tournaments___________________________________________________

The renovated tennis courts would bring tournaments to the region and allow this area to
compete successfully in building the sport of tennis. SAU would first focus on junior tennis
tournaments and grow to host tournaments for all ages in south Arkansas.

Tennis Clinics_________________________________________________________

Tennis clinics are essential for nurturing the love of the sport in the community. The informal
instruction that we now have, with a pro offering lessons two days a week to all ages, has
proven popular. Adequate facilities would increase the opportunities for growth of tennis as
a sport in this region.

League Play___________________________________________________________

League Play has become a fantastic way to provide flexible, affordable leagues for adult
players. This would give the community surrounding SAU the opportunity to have an
organized method for playing tennis year-round on a regular basis.

10 and Under Tennis___________________________________________________

Children ten and under in the surrounding community need to be offered the opportunity
to play tennis in an environment that is equipped for them and with equipment that is
sized for them. Additionally, as younger children become interested in tennis, the more
lifelong tennis players will result and the more healthy the community will be by becoming
and remaining active.
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Opportunity for Involvement
Project Scope_________________________________________________________
The Tennis Project includes: resurface ten existing courts by adding Performance Courts,
lighting upgrades, 2 outdoor water fountains, 5 sets of 4-row bleachers, new construction
of the tennis hut with restrooms and lockers, new netting, new cabling, wind screens for the
entire courts, and 5 tennis benches.
Cost

Recognition Opportunities

10 courts @ $41,200....................$412,000

SAU Tennis Complex....................$200,000
SAU Championship Court..............$75,000
SAU Tennis Hut............................. $50,000
SAU Courts....................................$40,000
(9 opportunities)
SAU Bleachers.................................$2,500
(5 opportunities)
SAU Water Fountains.......................$2,000
(2 opportunities)
SAU Benches...................................$2,500
(5 opportunities)

SAU Lighting Upgrades..................$10,000
SAU Bleachers...............................$12,500
SAU Tennis Hut..............................$40,000
SAU Water Fountains.......................$4,000
SAU Benches.................................$12,500
Netting..............................................$2,000
Poles.................................................$3,000
Wind Screens...................................$5,000
Repair of Tennis Practice Wall..........$5,000
Miscellaneous Accessories..............$3,000
1 Deluxe Ball Machine..................... $3,500
1 Stringing Machine.........................$8,000
2 small Ball Machines.......................$1,000
Lockers.............................................$8,000

Total Project................................$529,500

Tennis Revitalization Wall of Recognition
Gold Circle......................... $2,000 - $2,999
Blue Circle......................... $1,000 - $1,999
SAU Lockers....................................$4,000
(2 opportunities)
Patron of the Tennis.................... $1 - $ 999
Team Plaque

Donations of any amount are valuable to complete this project.
For more information or to make your investment in the
SAU Tennis Courts, contact the SAU Foundation at
Southern Arkansas University Foundation
100 East University
MSC 9174
Magnolia, AR 71753
(870) 235-4078
www.saufoundation.org
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